
THE VISION: A JUSTICE SYSTEM FOR ALL BRITISH COLUMBIANS
The ability to access our justice system is a fundamental right and a foundation on which our society is based. British 
Columbians care deeply about equality and about everyone finding a fair resolution to their legal problems. Public opinion 
surveys clearly demonstrate that British Columbians show strong support for the justice system, but they do not feel our 
current system is meeting their needs.

We tend to think about justice as being the police, the courts and prisons. It is much more than that – it is about people  
and their everyday problems. It is about a family in crisis, caught in the court system, without access to legal representation.  
It is about a couple dealing with health, financial and related legal decisions for an ageing parent. It is about the family 
business trying to arrange a succession plan or settle a contract dispute. It is about our indigenous peoples struggling in a 
system that has not served them well to break the cycle of crime and poverty. Our justice system is about people. When it 
does not work as it should, people suffer. The old saying: “justice delayed is justice denied” is true, especially in these cases.

Our vision is that society and individuals should be able to access the justice system to resolve issues in a timely and effective 
way, so that matters can be dealt with impartially, swiftly and before they become more serious.

In An Agenda for Justice, the Canadian Bar Association, BC Branch – which represents close to 7,000 lawyers, judges and  
law students – reviews specific issues that create hardship or uncertainty for those who engage with our justice system.  
These issues are grouped under four broad categories: Effective Access to Justice, Support for BC’s Families, Public 

Safety and Community Fairness, and Stability for Business. 

Effective Access to Justice
We rely on the justice system to ensure our legal needs are met and that we receive fair and timely treatment in our legal 
dealings with others. Unfortunately, many British Columbians do not have effective access to justice. The costs of engaging 
with the justice system are prohibitive for many people and there is a lack of resources to support those who cannot afford 
to pay for legal representation. Two issues that threaten effective access to justice today are the lack of provincial funding 
for legal aid services, services that are vital for British Columbians who cannot otherwise afford legal assistance; and court 
staffing and infrastructure. Insufficient court staffing and the lack of availability of Provincial Court judges create delays and 
threaten the delivery of justice.
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Supporting BC’s Families
BC’s families face challenges in gaining access to and taking full advantage of our justice system. The Family Law Act was 
introduced in 2013 with a stated goal of encouraging families to resolve their disputes out of court. Unfortunately, we  
have not yet seen the resources committed to support out-of-court resolution, including more family justice counsellors 
and government-paid mediators, access to paid legal aid-funded counsel in mediation and resources for distance mediation. 
Therefore, neither the families the Act is intended to serve nor the taxpayers have realized the potential benefits of the Act. 
In this section we review challenges parents face as they seek to address legal matters related to parenting, as well as the issues 
of reverse mortgages and wrongful death legislation, which are linked by the justice system’s responsibility to safeguard the 
interests of families and individuals.

Public Safety and Community Fairness
We have opportunities today to implement changes large and small to the administration of justice in British Columbia.  
Two key issues – the practice of restorative justice and the experience of indigenous citizens – represent opportunities to 
bring about changes that can have positive results for groups of individuals while relieving the burden on the justice system 
created in part by a reliance on traditional means of administering justice. Success in implementing meaningful change in 
these areas requires the active support of senior members of the judiciary and of government. Attention to all of these issues, 
including the implementation of the changes recommended, will create meaningful and lasting change for specific regions, 
populations and individuals in British Columbia that are currently underserved by the justice system. 

Stability for Business
Civil, criminal and family matters are dealt with by the same courts, so delays in any case slows down all cases. Businesses 
in BC that face long waits to access the justice system incur greater costs of doing business. If you are attempting to collect 
a debt or resolve a dispute with your tenants, you need reasonably quick and efficient access to the courts. When businesses 
cannot obtain access to the justice system in a timely manner, investment decisions may be delayed, building frustration. 
Businesses prefer to resolve their disputes quickly and efficiently so that energy can instead be spent on making investments 
that drive business growth and create jobs in British Columbia. That is why the CBABC’s recommendations, endorsed 
by the BC Chamber of Commerce, on the funding of legal aid and the Court Services Branch, and on maintaining an 
appropriate complement of Provincial Court judges, are sound policy decisions in support of business, as well as families and 
communities. BC’s businesses need stability. To that end, CBABC advocates for changes to facilitate efficient enforcement of 
money judgements, and that the Commercial Tenancy Act be amended to provide the public with a clear and consistent legal 
framework for commercial leasing.

A TIME FOR ACTION
The Government of British Columbia and Members of the Legislative Assembly have the opportunity – every day – to 
improve the lives of British Columbians by taking steps to ensure they have access to justice that is delivered in a timely 
manner, by courts supported with up-to-date legislation and technology, and with a studied interest in their needs and 
challenges. It is our hope that An Agenda for Justice will inspire discussion of the issues that challenge us today and,  
better still, inspire action to address those challenges. While the months leading up to an election are certainly a good  
time to discuss matters of importance to British Columbians, we also hope that the issues raised here will remain in the 
thoughts and actions of our elected representatives and the voters of British Columbia in the years ahead.

For more information about An Agenda for Justice, please visit www.cbabc.org/A4J.
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